TODDLER DAILY SCHEDULE

8:00-9:00  Arrival
8:30-9:15  Breakfast/Pleasant Social time
9:15-9:35  Diapering /Hand-washing/Child-directed play
9:35-9:45  Circle time/Mighty Minutes/Stories/Songs
10-11:00  Outside Time (weather permitting)
11:00-11:15  Morning Activity/Intentional Teaching Card
11:15-11:45  Diapering /Hand-washing/Child-directed play
11:45-12:30  Lunch
12:30-1:00  Lunch clean up/ Diapering/Hand Washing
1:00-3:00  Diaper Check/Nap Time/Quiet Activities
3:00-3:30  Snacktime
3:30-4:00  Diapering/Hand-washing
4:00-4:30  Music Time/Scribble& Drawing Time/Might Minutes
4:30-4:45  Circle Time/ Mighty Minutes/ Story Highlights Books/Songs
4:45-5:15  Social Play
5:15-6:00  Individual Attention/Diaper Checks/Departure

- Schedule is subject to change depending on the moods and interests of the child.
- Routines such as diapering, eating, dressing, and resting are handled in a relaxed, reassuring, and individualized manner based on developmental needs.
- Children are allowed time to transition